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ABSTRACT
An equivalence relation introduced by Wojcik [9] and by Wojcik 
and Metze [10] for algebras of Post functions of a single variable defined 
on a Post chain P(n) is generalized to arbitrary finite Post algebras, 
and thus to all lattices G [ p ( n ) ,...,x^]. The lattice G[p(n):x^,...,x^] 
is the Post algebra of all k-variable functions defined on the Post chain 
P(n). Several theorems are also presented, characterizing the equivalence 
classes of this relation and generalizing results of DuCasse and Metze [3].
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I . INTRODUCTION
One of the main drawbacks of a multivalued theory of asynchronous 
digital systems based on the concept of a Post chain P(n) is that functions 
defined on this lattice may contain operation hazards [9], a type of 
temporary false output unique to many-valued devices. One solution to this 
problem has been to define an equivalence relation in the Post algebra of 
one-variable functions GtPCn)^], which is isomorphic to [p(n)]n . Since 
it can be shown that each equivalence class of this relation contains an 
operation-hazard-free representative, selection of this member leads to 
the representation of a Boolean function in terms of operation-hazard- 
free Post functions. Thus it can be shown that all Boolean functions can 
be realized by asynchronous networks which are free of static and dynamic 
hazards [9].
It is the purpose of this report to generalize to arbitrary Post 
algebras [p(n)]m the definition of equivalence for the lattices 
G[p(n):x^] = [P(n)]n . Thus we will have generalized the concept of 
equivalence for one-variable Post functions defined on P(n) to the more 
general k-variable functions of the algebra G[p(n):x,,...,x ] = [P(n)]n .J- K
m 1cThe Post lattices [p(n)] , where m 4- n for any positive integer k, are not
2algebras of Post functions. However, it will do no harm to extend the 
definition of equivalence to these lattices also, since this relation may 
have applications beyond that of identifying classes of Post functions. 
After generalizing the definition of equivalence to [P(n)]m and showing 
that this generalization is indeed an equivalence relation, several results 
characterizing the equivalence classes of this relation will be given.
These theorems extend to arbitrary Post algebras [P(n)]m results given in 
DuCasse and Metze [3] for the lattices [P(n)]n . For the definition and 
elementary properties of Post algebras, the reader can consult Epstein [4], 
Wojcik [9], Wojcik and Metze [10], or DuCasse and Metze [3].
II. THE RELATION OF EQUIVALENCE
Let [P(n)]m be a Post algebra. Define R to be the set of all
elements r - r-...r of this lattice satisfying 0 < r. < n-1 for all I m i —
i = l,...,m. Although no notation will be used to distinguish the 
particular [p(n)]m to which R is referring, this will always be clear from 
the context. Employing the class R, we now define what it means for two 
elements of an algebra [P(n)]m to be equivalent.
DEFINITION 1: Let y,z 6 [p(n)]m . Then y is said to be equivalent or
equivalent to z, denoted by y ~  z , if and only if there exists an 
element r € R such that y*r = z*r.
As an example of equivalent elements in a Post algebra, consider the lattice 
[P(3)D , which is isomorphic to the algebra of one-variable Post functions
3defined on the chain P(3). The lattice [P(3)]3 is shown in Figure 1. The 
elements y = 212 and z = 122 are members of the set R = {ill, 112, 121, 122, 
211, 212, 221, 222} and are equivalent because r = 112 € R and y*r = z-r. On 
the other hand, the elements y = 212 and w = 220 are not equivalent. For 
if there exists an element r = r ^ ^  such that 212-r = 220.r, then 
2*r3 = °*r3 • Thus r3 = 0, which implies r f R. In [P(3)]3, the sets of 
equivalent elements partition the algebra, as can be seen in Figure 2. This 
suggests that ~  - equivalence is an equivalence relation. We now show that 
this is indeed the case.
THEOREM 2 ; The relation ~  - equivalence is an equivalence relation on 
[P(n)]m .
PROOF: To show ~  - equivalence is reflexive, take r = U = M- .. .|i1 m
where = n-1 for all i = l,...,m. Then r £ R and for any 
y € [P(n)]m , y •r = y-r.
For symmetry, assume y ~  z. Then by Definition 1, there exists 
an element r^ € R such that y-r^ = z-r^. Thus there exists an element 
r € R, namely r^, such that z-r = y*r. Consequently, z ~  y.
To show equivalence is transitive, let y ~  z and z ~  w. Then 
there exist elements r,s € R such that y-r = z-r and z-s = w-s. We 
claim that there exists a t € R, namely r-s, such that y-t = w-t.
Since r,s 6 R, then 0 < r., s. < n-1 for all i = l,...,m. Thus 
0 < r^ -s^ , < n-1 for all i = l,...,m. Since our multiplication operation 
is the componentwise minimum function [2], it follows that r-s € R.
Also, y•(r-s) = (y.r)-s = (z-r)-s = (z-s).r = (w-s).r = w-(r-s).
Therefore ~  - equivalence is an equivalence relation.


6Thus the equivalence classes of ~  - equivalence partition [P(n)]m for every 
finite Post algebra.
It will now be shown that Definition 1 is equivalent to the
definition of equivalence given in Wojcik [9] and in Wojcik and Metze [10]
for the case where [P(n)3 is the lattice of Post functions of a single
variable defined on a chain P(n). If we let $ (xn (x.) denote the1 i n 1
n coordinate functions defined on P(n), where § (x^ is the n-tuple whose
ith component is n-1 and whose other n-1 components are 0, then it can be
shown [9,10] that every function g(x^) in G[P(n):x^] can be expressed
n
uniquely as g(x±) * S ^ ( x ^ , where 0 < gfc < n-1. This merely says that 
any one-variable Post function on P(n) can be expressed as a weighted sum 
of the coordinate functions ^ ( x ^  ,.. . ,S (x^ . We now give a definition 
of equivalence for functions of the Post algebra G[p(n):x1] [9,10].
DEFINITION 3: Let g ^ )  = k51§k *\(x1) and g' 0^) = E g£* be 
elements of G[p(n):x1]. Then g(X;L) and g'(x ) are said to be 
«¿-equivalent, denoted by g(x^) g'(x^), if and only if g^ = 0 <=>
gj = 0 for all i = 1,...,n.
This definition states that two Post functions are in the relation «  if 
and only if corresponding coefficients in their weighted sums are either 
both zero or both nonzero. The relation «¿-equivalence can be shown to 
be an equivalence relation [9,10].
We will now show that Definitions 1 and 3 are equivalent for the 
lattices G[p(n):Xl] = [p(n)]n .
7THEOREM 4 : Let g(x1),g,(x;L) € G[P(n):x;L] = [P(n)]n . Then g ^ )  «g' (x^
if and only if g(x^) ~  g'ix^).
PROOF: Since GCPCn)^] = [p(n)]n , the functions g(x^ ) and g'(x^) can
be written as n-tuples g^.-.g^ and g|...g^ respectively. Assume
g(x-.) ~ g'Cx.,). Then there exists an element r = r, ...r € R such
that gCx-^-r = g'(x^)*r. Thus g^’r., = g|*ri for all i = l,...,n.
Therefore g^-r^ = 0 if and only if g£*r^ = 0. Since r € R, r^  ^0
for all i = l,...,n. As g^jg^r^ € P(n) , it follows that g = 0 if
and only if gj = 0. Hence, g. ^ 0 is equivalent to g! 0.
Consequently, g(x^) and g'(x^) are nonzero combinations of precisely
n
the same coordinate functions; that is, if g(x-) = T, g. •$ (x ) and 
n 1 k=l k k 1
g'O^) = then gjL = 0 <=> g| = 0 for all i = l,...,n .
Thus g(X;L) «  g' (x^ .
n
Now assume gCx^ a* g'(x1). Then for gCx^ = T, =
n ^“1
gr ..gn and g'(Xl) = S gi‘#k (x1) = g[...g^, each g. = 0 <=> g^ = 0. 
Define r = r,...r by choosing r. such that 0 < r. < n-1 if 
gi = g! = 0, and taking = minfg^gl} in the case that 
0 < < n-1. Then i 0 for all i = l,...,n, and, hence, r € R.
Also, gi*ri = gj*^ for all i = l,...,n; that is, gCx^-r = g'Cx^-r. 
This shows that g(X]L) ~  g ,(x1).
Thus Definition 1 is indeed a generalization of the concept of equivalence 
of Post functions g(x^) € G[p(n):x^]. In an effort to learn more about this 
generalized equivalence relation, we turn now to a study of the structure 
of its equivalence classes.
8III. EQUIVALENCE CLASS THEOREMS
To simplify the notation in our first theorem on the equivalence 
classes of the relation ~  - equivalence, we will denote Cz € [p(n)]m | z ~  y} 
by [y]. This done, a structure intimately related to these classes [y] and 
closely resembling the familiar cosets of group and ring theory will now be 
introduced.
DEFINITION 5 : Let [p(n)]m be a Post algebra and let y € [P(n)]m.
Define the left product of R by y, denoted y*R, to be {y-r|r € r} .
Similarly, the right product R*y is defined to be {r*y|r € r} .
Since multiplication in a Post algebra is commutative, it follows that 
y*R = R*y. This is analogous to the situation for cosets in abelian 
groups and commutative rings. As an example of products y-R in a Post 
algebra, consider again the lattice [p (3)] of Figure 1. Now 
y = 120 e Cp (3)]3 and R = {ill, 112, 121, 122, 211, 212, 221, 222}. Thus 
using Definition 5, y-R = {120-111, 120-112, 120-121, 120-122, 120-211, 
120*212, 120*221, 120*222} = {110, 120}. The element z = 220 is also a 
member of [p(3>] ; in fact, 220 £ [PB (3)] = [000, 002, 020, 022, 200, 202,
220, 222}, the underlying Boolean algebra of [P(3)]3. Again using 
Definition 5, z*R = {220*111, 220*112, 220*121, 220*122, 220*211, 220*212, 
220*221, 220*222} = [110, 120, 210, 220}. If we check Figure 2 we find 
that [120] = [220] = {110, 120, 210, 220}. Thus 220-R = [220], whereas 
120*R is a proper subset of the equivalence class [120]. We will see
O
eventually that the reason for this is that 220 € [p_(3)] , while 120 is not.B
9Our first result on the equivalence classes [y] characterizes
these classes in terms of the products b*R = R*b, where b € [P^Cn)]111.B
For this result, it will be necessary to know that for any element
y = y,...y in [p(n)]m , there exists a smallest element Y in [p (n)]m JL in B
such that y < Y. Such an element Y must always exist because [p(n)]m is 
finite, and therefore complete. Thus Y is merely the greatest lower bound 
of all elements of [p (n)]m which are greater than or equal to y. In 
fact, the element Y is easy to identify. Take Y. = n-1 if y. ^ 0 and 
Y. = 0 if y. =0. Then Y € [p (n)]m [2] and y < Y. Clearly, Y is also 
the least such element. Thus the element Y can be uniquely defined by 
requiring it to be a member of [P (n)]m and have zeros for precisely those 
components that y does. This element Y plays a very important role in 
characterizing the class [y], as the next theorem shows.
THEOREM 6: Let y = y,...y € TPCn)]“ and let Y = Y___ Y be thei m i m
smallest element of [P (n)]m such that y < Y. Then [y] = Y*R = R*Y.
PROOF: Let z € Y*R. Then there exists an element r € R such that
z = Y*r. We must find an element s € R such that y*s = z*s. Since
r = r,*..r £ R, r. ^ 0 for all i = l,...,m. Thus Y*r has zeros forl m i
exactly the same components as Y does. As was noted prior to the
statement of the theorem, y and Y have zeros for the same components.
Therefore y and z have zeros for precisely the same components.
Define s = s... .s by taking s. to be min{y., z.} if 0 < y.,z. < n-1,1 m i 'i iJ •'i * i — 3
and choosing s. = k. for some number k. satisfying 0 < k. < n-1 if i i  i i —
y^ = z^ = 0. Since s^, 4- 0 for all i = l,...,m, it follows that s € R.
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Also, y*s = (y....y )*(s1...s ) = v n...v , where each v. is l m 1 m 1 m l
min{y.,s.}. If 0 < y.,z. < n-1, then v. = min{y., s.} =yi l J1 i — l ;i iJ
min{yi, minfy^ z±}} = minfy.,, z±) . If y± = z. = 0, then v± =
min{y., s.} = min{0,k. >0} =0. Now z*s = (z- . . .z )• (s_...s ) =i i l 1 m I m
w, . . .w , where each w. is miniz., s.}. If 0 < y.,z. < n-1, then w. =1 nr i L i* iJ •'i* i — ’ i
min{z., s.} = min{z., minfy., z.}} = minfy., z.}. If y. = z. = 0,1 1  1* iJ l J1 i ’
then w^ = min{z^, s^} = min{0,k^ > 0 }  =0. Thus in either case,
v. = w.. As this holds for all i = l,...,m, we have y*s = z*s. Since
s € R, it follows that y ~  z.
For the converse inclusion, let z 6 [y]. Then there exists an 
element r € R such that y*r = z*r. We must find an element 
s = s-...s € R such that z = Y*s. Since y*r = z*r and r € R, then
y^ = 0 if and only if z^ =0. But as was noted previously, y^ = 0
if and only if Y. =0. Therefore z. = 0 if and only if Y. =0.l i J i
Define s - S-...S by taking s. to be z. if 0 < z. < n-1 and Y. = n-1, 1 m & l i i -  i *
and choosing s^ = k^ for some integer k^ satisfying 0 < k^, < n-1 if 
z. = Y. = 0. Since s. ^ 0 for all i = l,...,m, it follows that s € R.i i  i
Also, Y*s = (Y,.. .Y )*(s-...s ) = w-...w , where each w. is 1 m 1 m I m l
min{Y., s.}. If 0 < z. < n-1 and Y. = n-1, then w. = minfY., s.}i i  l - l i L i* iJ
= min{n-l, z.l = z.. If z. = Y. = 0, then w. = minfY., s.}i i l l ' l i i
= min{0,k. > 0} =0 .  Thus in either case, w. = z.. As this holds for5 l ’ i i
all i = 1,...,m, it follows that Y*s = z,...z = z. Since s € R,1 m
this demonstrates that z € Y ‘R.
Therefore [y] = Y*R. We have already remarked that Y*R = R‘Y. 
Hence, [y] = Y*R = R*Y.
11
Now assume y £ [P^Cn)]111. By Theorem 6, [y] = Y*R. Since y £ [P^in)]111,B B
y = Y. Thus [y] = y*R. We record this as our next result.
COROLLARY 7: If y £ [P„(n)]m , then M  = y-R.B
We now consider the set of all products b*R, where b € [P (n)]m .B
By Theorem 2, the distinct equivalence classes [y] partition [p(n)]m .
Therefore by Theorem 6, there is a collection of distinct products Y*R which
partition [p(n)]m . Then we can certainly conclude that U b*R = [P(n)]m .
b £ [ P B(n)]m
We claim that the classes b*R partition the Post algebra [P(n)]m . Let
b,c £ [p (n)]m and assume b c . Then it must be true that b*Rflc*R = 0.B
For b-R = [b] and c*R = [c], and [b] and [c], being equivalence classes, are
either identical or disjoint. Now b cannot be a member of [c]; for if it
were, there would exist an element r = r,...r £ R such that b*r = c*r.1 m
Then we would have b.*r. = c.-r. for all i = 1,...,m. As r. 4 0 and b.l i i i  i  l
and c. are either 0 or n-1, it follows that b. = c.. Since this holds for 
i  i i
all i = l,...,m, it contradicts b ^ c. Therefore b-Rflc*R = 0. This 
establishes the following result.
THEOREM 8: The classes [bl = b*R, where b £ [p (n)"|m , partitionB
[P(n)]m .
Notice we have also shown that each class [y] = Y*R contains exactly one
element of the underlying Boolean algebra [P_(n)]m , that element being Y.B
We also record this result.
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THEOREM 9: Each equivalence class [y] = Y*R contains a unique element
of [p (n)]11 l, namely Y.B
Theorems 6, 8 and 9 show that the equivalence classes [y] are really
determined by the underlying Boolean algebra of [P(n)]m . There is a one-
to-one correspondence between the members b of [p (n)]m and the distinctB
classes [b] which partition the Post algebra. As an example of these
3
theorems, consider again the Post algebra [P(3)] of Figures 1 and 2.
Figure 1 identifies the set R and Figure 2 shows the equivalence classes of
the relation-- equivalence. The fact that [021] = {Oil, 012, 021, 022} =
022*R illustrates Theorem 6, while [200] = {100, 200} = 200*R provides an
example of Corollary 7. According to Theorem 8, the classes [b], where 
3 3b £ [Pg(3)] , partition the lattice Lp (3)] . The underlying Boolean 
3 3algebra of Cp (3)] is isomorphic to B(2J) [2] and consists of the elements
000, 002, 020, 022, 200, 202, 220 and 222. Thus the classes [b] for 
3
[P(3)] are the products 000-R, 002-R, 020*R, 022-R, 200-R, 202-R, 220-R
O
and 222*R. Also, each class b*R contains exactly one element of [p (3)] ,B
namely b, as is guaranteed by Theorem 9.
3
We have already seen that in [p (3)] , 220*R = [220], whereas 
120*R is a proper subset of the equivalence class [120] = {110, 120, 210, 
220}. Corollary 7 guarantees that b*R = [b] for every element b of 
[Pg(n)] in any Post algebra [P(n)]m . We will now demonstrate that the 
product y*R, where y is any element of [P(n)]m , is always contained in [y], 
even though it may not be equal to it.
13
THEOREM 10: Let y G [P(n)]m . Then y - R C  [y].
PROOF: If z G y-R, then there exists an element r € R such that
z = yr .  We must produce an element s in R having the property that 
y s  = z • s. Let s be r. Then s G R and z-s — z-r = (y-r)-r = y*r — 
y-s. Therefore z G [y].
Theorem 10, while giving the general relationship between a 
product y •R and the equivalence class determined by y, fails to account for 
the fact that in [P(3)] , the product 120-R is properly contained in the 
class [120]. In fact, by checking [p(3)]J we find that y-R is always 
properly contained in [y] whenever y £ [p (3)]^. The next theorem shows,
D
among other things, that this is always true in any Post algebra [P(n)]m .
THEOREM 11: Let y G [P(n)]m . Then y-R = [y] if and only if
y € [PB (n)]m ,
PROOF: If y G [PB (n)]m , then y-R = [y] by Corollary 7. Now assume
y is not a member of [PB(n)]m . Then y < Y. As the greatest element 
of the product y-R is y-U = y, we have Y f y-R. Since Y G [y] = Y-R, 
it follows that y-R ^ [y]. In fact, using Theorem 10, y-R is a proper 
subset of [y].
We can summarize this important result by saying that the only elements of 
[p(n)] whose left products are the ~  - equivalence classes generated by
them are the members of [p_(n)]m . Thus Theorem 11 tells us that unlikeJtS
cosets in groups and rings, the only element of the product b-R which can 
be used as a class representative is b itself. Employing Theorem 8, we
14
then immediately obtain the following result, which shows further the 
important role [PB(n)]m plays in the determination of the classes [y].
COROLLARY 12: If [b*R|b € [p (n)]m} is the collection of all left
D
products of R by members of [p (n)]m , then the set of all
D
representatives of these products is [p (n)]m .B
We have stressed the concept of left product throughout this 
paper, while almost ignoring the right products. Since y-R = R-y for all 
y € [P(n)]m , all results for left products pertain equally well to right 
products. Thus our results are no less general when established only for 
the sets y*R.
In summary, we have generalized the definition of equivalence of 
Post functions of a single variable defined on P(n) to elements of an
arbitrary Post algebra [p(n)]m . These algebras include the lattices
nk nk[p(n)] , of course. Each lattice [P(n)]n is isomorphic to the algebra
of all k-variable Post functions defined on P(n). This points the way
toward the development of a theory of operation-hazard-free functions
generalizing the work of Wojcik [9] and Wojcik and Metze [10]. We have
also characterized the equivalence classes of this generalized equivalence
relation in terms of a coset-like product in an attempt to learn more about
the structure of these classes. A more thorough knowledge of the properties
of these classes could lead to a better understanding of Post algebras, as
well as a more general theory of operation-hazard-free functions.
15
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